
The Edge ProTM
 

Virtually No Setup Required. Your operator can reinforce sheets of various lengths and widths with minimal
effort. The Edge Pro adjusts to any weight paper from  6-point to 17-point. The Scott Edge Pro automatically senses the 
edge of the sheet to cut tape flush top and bottom — even when sizes are intermixed. Installing the tape reel is the only 
setup required — and it takes less than three minutes to thread the machine. 

Handles Variety of Sheet Widths, Lengths and Weights. Applies almost any film up to 3/4 inch (19.1 mm) wide. The Edge 
Pro handles sheets 3 1/2 inches wide to 17 inches wide (88.9 mm to 431.8 mm). It reinforces sheets from 8 inches (203 
mm) long to any length. Edges shorter than 8 inches can be run in multiples and cut apart later. Sheets wider than 17 
inches can be accommodated by adding support beyond the table top to prevent overhang. 

Safe Operation. All plastic cutting is done within the machine head, protecting the operator from injury. 

Proven Durability. The compact aluminum plated body serves as a solid base for this high production piece of equipment. 
Proven to stand the test of high-volume jobs, the Edge Pro requires minimal maintenance to keep it operating smoothly 
for years. Available with optional automatic feeder. Although this machine is fast and easy to hand operate, you can in-
crease your production rate by up to 50% with an optional automatic feeder. Not shown.

Once installed, this feeder allows the operator to load and unload the delivery tray without stopping the machine. This 
can increase the output up to 4,500 reinforced sheets per hour.
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Virtually No Setup Required



   •Quickly and easily reinforce   
               pre-printed sheets from 
   6-point to 17 point papers

   •Operators can reinforce 
   various widths and lengths of   
   paper without changing setup  
   or making adjustments.

•More and more customers see the quality and ap-
pearance benefits of reinforcing index tab sheets 
in their premium binders. The polyester film along 
the edge prevents tears at the holes so ring binders 
stay complete and professional looking even with 
heavy-duty use.

There’s responsibility that 
comes with being a leader. 

Today Scott-Precision is synonymous with the
tab machine and film industry for one simple
reason–they do things well. That includes designing
and building the best machines, delivering them on
time, creating the sharpest tab colors, always offering
a fair price and perhaps most importantly, providing
incomparable service.

1555A Ocean Avenue
Bohemia, NY 11716 USA

Tel: +1 631-468-8776
Fax: +1 631-468-8775

Email: Info@ScottPrecision.com
www.ScottPrecision.com

Specifications
Speed:     3,000 reinforced sheets per hour   
    4,500 reinforced sheets per hour w/   
    auto feeder

Sheet Size:    L: 8” (203.2mm) minimum, up to any  
    length W: maximum: 17”  
      (431.8 mm) minimum: 3 1/2 (88.9mm)

Paper Weight:    6-point to 17-point paper 
    *Modifications can be made to 

    accomodate smaller and 
    larger sheets

Plastic Size:    Width: 9/16” to 3/4” (14.3 to 19.1mm)

Optional Automatic 

Feed Attachment: Attaches to optional Scott Friction

    Feeder or small offset press for direct  
    feed to Scott Reinforcer.

Electrical Requirements: 318 amp, 120 VAC, 60hz

Table Top:    35 1/4 “ x 14 3/4 “ (895 mm x 375 mm)

Table Height:    (Adjustable) 30 to 36” (762 mm to   
    914mm)

Floor Space Required: Hand-Fed: 30” x 50” (762 mm x  
    1270 mm)

Auto Fed:     30” x 80” (762 mm x 2032 mm)

Shipping Weight:335 lbs. (150 kg) w/o Feeder 
    560 lbs. (254.4 kg) w/ Automatic   
    Feed Attachment and Friction Feeder

Warranty:     One year against defects in parts and   
    workmanship

ALSO AVAILABLE!


